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Chapter 3021 

3021 why should i be sad (3) 

As he spoke, Chi zeyao took out a tissue from the bedside table and gently wiped her tears. He coaxed 

her softly, ” “Don’t cry. It really did not hurt. I was a little nervous before the operation. I was afraid that 

there would be problems during the operation and I would never see you again. at that moment, i also 

regretted it. I regret not telling you about this.” 

“then why didn’t you call me when you regretted it?” feng ji mian asked, annoyed. 

“Because of Nuannuan! Nuannuan told me that my operation would definitely be a success. You know 

that doctors don’t make such promises to their patients when they’re in surgery. I believe in Nuannuan. 

She told me that it’ll definitely be successful, so I don’t want you to feel sad and worried about me 

anymore. 

Ji Mian, although I’ve realized my mistake and promised you that I’ll never hide anything from you no 

matter what happens in the future, and that we’ll face it together as husband and wife, I’m still very 

grateful to you. But do you know, the moment I remembered you that year, I thought of all the things 

you’ve done for me because you hated the Chi family and wanted to take revenge for me. I even 

retaliated without mercy and made you suffer the consequences. Do you know how sad I was? I don’t 

feel like a man. you’re not even fit to be a human.” 

“No, you’re not!” Feng jimian shook her head. you’re not! You’ve always been the best in my heart. 

you’re the best man and the best father.” 

with that, feng jimian hugged chi zeyao tightly, her heart aching, to stop him from speaking. 

“You’re good too. In my heart, you’ve always been the best wife and the best mother. I miss you very 

much, even when I was down. I know I’ve lost the most important person in my life. but i don’t 

remember you, yingluo.” 

“but didn’t you remember it later? It was good as long as he remembered! It’s enough as long as you 

can remember me. ” 

“yup, i know. When I finally thought of you, I was very happy. But that night, I was so excited that I 

fainted. After he was sent to the hospital, the doctor gave my father a notice of critical illness. it was 

only then that i knew that my life was about to end. 

Ji Mian, I’ve always wanted to give you happiness, but I’ve missed it again and again. I’m already afraid 

of this feeling. so at that time, i was even glad that i was able to remember your condition.” 

Feng Ji Mian’s face was already covered in tears. 

“after that, i found out that nuannuan’s medical skills were amazing and that she could cure me. that’s 

why i’ve been thinking of coming to find you when i’m better. i’ll definitely find you, and from then on, 

we’ll live a life happier than the gods. But at this moment, you came. And I’m not ready to welcome you 

in my best condition. Do you know how I felt when you came to find me and we were alone?” 
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“aren’t you happy?” Feng Ji Mian snuggled up from Chi zeyao’s arms, her sharp eyes had long since 

turned watery and harmless. 

“I’m happy.” Chi zeyao stroked her hair and said, ” “but it’s also very uncomfortable.” 

“What are you feeling so bad about?” 

“It’s hard to see you in front of me, but I can’t do anything when I look at you.” 

Feng jimian blinked. my career is going well here, my husband is still alive, and my son is so outstanding. 

Other than his low EQ, which allowed him to let my future daughter-in-law go, everything else is fine, 

right? ” 

Chi zeyao looked at his wife’s eyes, which were so clean they were almost transparent, and felt even 

more guilty. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 3022 

3022 are you sick 4 

He bent down, his voice softly and warmly ringing in Feng Ji Mian’s ears. 

“In the past, you would always beg for mercy when you saw me, but the last time you saw me, you 

didn’t even want me. i slept with you in my arms every day, but i’ve never asked for anything in that 

regard. ji mian, don’t you feel uncomfortable? or do you think i’m not good enough, so you don’t miss 

me anymore? Or, Yingluo, are you despising my Yingluo? Or do you not have this desire at all?” 

Feng Ji Mian: hehe????????? 

Feng jimian wanted to punch him, but when she thought of his body, she didn’t have the heart to do so. 

She didn’t know whether to laugh or cry.”What are you thinking about? Why did you suddenly start 

driving? We’ve been husband and wife for 17 years, and it’s not easy for us to be together. I’d be happy 

to see you, let alone hug you. how could i despise you? What is in your head all day long? He looked so 

serious and refined, but in the end, he still couldn’t change his bad habit of being a hooligan. How come 

your son didn’t inherit this from you?” 

chi zeyao was very touched by his wife’s words, but he could not help but laugh. 

The melodious voice resonated in her chest, and Feng Ji Mian felt her entire body go soft. 

But when she thought about what Chi zeyao had said, Feng jimian couldn’t help but get angry. 

“so you weren’t happy when you saw me the last time.” 

“I’m not unhappy.” Chi zeyao, who was still smiling, quickly explained, ” “I missed you so much, why 

wouldn’t I be happy?” 

“But didn’t you say? You felt that you didn’t meet me in your best state, so you didn’t want to see me at 

that time. Chi zeyao, are you out of your mind? We haven’t seen each other for 17 years, and you’d 

rather not see each other because of your health at the time! Are you crazy?” 
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Feng jimian was originally a soft and cute woman, but Chi zeyao’s explanation and deep affection for her 

made her so angry that she couldn’t control her temper. She almost couldn’t help but strangle him to 

death and commit suicide. 

How did she end up marrying such a weird man? 

She finally understood why her son’s emotional intelligence was so terrible. 

It was definitely because of his terrible father’s inheritance. 

Chi zeyao didn’t know how to explain himself, but his words suddenly changed. 

that was not what he wanted to express. 

What he actually wanted to express was that the reason why he did not tell his wife that he was going 

for surgery was so that the next time they met, he would be in his best state with her. 

he could feel the fear that he would die again when she hugged him. He could also feel the heartache 

she felt when she found out about his physical condition. 

As a natural-born King, he didn’t want his wife to continue to have such feelings. 

He would not be able to take it. 

He wanted his wife to welcome his return in his best condition. 

just like now. 

However, his explanation was a mess. 

In the end, no explanation was better than using body language to convey one’s thoughts. 

…… 

After the incident, Feng jimian was completely speechless towards Chi zeyao. 

Her watery eyes were full of complaints to Chi zeyao, the Big Bad Wolf. 

Looking at the mirror and the Kasaya that had been planted on her body, she felt a sense of shame. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 3023 

3023 a good man at home (1) 

“Chi zeyao, it’s all your fault! It’s summer now, how do you expect me to go out and meet people?” 

In the end, when she angrily turned to look at Chi zeyao, she saw that he was completely focused on a 

certain part of her. 

Feng Ji Mian’s eyes widened, and she turned to run into the bathroom. Only Chi zeyao’s laughter could 

be heard in the bedroom. 

at this moment, chi zeyao was in a very good mood, because he had used his own actions to prove that 

his physical condition after the operation had been restored to a healthy, normal person. 
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After washing up, it was already night time. Chi zeyao chose some dishes that were easy to cook and 

asked Jie to bring them over. 

he was back, so there was no reason for his wife to stay at home and eat. 

There were so many people in the nice family, and although the family head’s dishes were personally 

cooked by the chef, Chi zeyao, the founder of the Western food industry, did not think that the dishes 

made by the chef could be as delicious as his. 

He loved Western food so much because Feng Ji Mian had a special, sweet tooth. 

It was a little late now, so he only chose foie gras, denim, and a caramel pudding to feed his wife’s 

stomach first. 

Once again, she was able to taste Chi zeyao’s cooking, and it was all for her. Feng jimian felt like she had 

become the happiest woman in the world. 

All these years, if Feng shengxuan hadn’t been by her side, if she hadn’t had so much hatred, she 

wouldn’t have known how she had survived. 

now, he had finally returned. 

He returned to her side. 

As she ate the delicious food and looked at the busy figure in her favorite open kitchen, Feng Ji Mian felt 

that this was what life was like. 

the previous 17 years were just an ignoble existence. 

“this is enough food, what are you still doing?” 

After all, he was already a man in his 50s, not like when he was young. It was already so late and he was 

still cooking. Feng jimian was afraid that his stomach would suffer again in the future, so she urged Chi 

zeyao to hurry over and eat. 

Chi zeyao, however, was still busy. He turned around to look at her and saw that she was looking at the 

food on the plate with satisfaction. His eyes also revealed a look of satisfaction. 

“Be good, you eat first. I’ll be right there.” 

Feng Ji Mian was barefooted. She looked at the food on the plate and swallowed. 

After waiting for another half a minute, Chi zeyao still had no intention of coming over. He was still busy. 

Feng jimian couldn’t help but pick up a fork and fork out a piece of beef. She put it in her mouth. 

the beef was rich in taste and the meat was delicious. as soon as the piece of meat was placed in his 

mouth, a strong fragrance lingered in his mouth for a long time. 

The beef was very tender. If the heat was not controlled well, the meat on the top would be burnt, and 

the inside would not be cooked. However, Chi zeyao was a natural at controlling fire, and the meat that 

he had roasted tasted the best. 

Feng Ji Mian was so satisfied that she stopped halfway, narrowed her eyes, and shook her head. 



Only after he swallowed it did he open his eyes. His eyes were bright as he walked to Chi zeyao’s side, 

and then forked a piece for him. 

chi zexiao looked straight ahead and ate the cowboy grain into his mouth. he had no comment on this 

worldly delicacy. 

“Is it good?” Chi zeyao asked. 

“What do you think?” Feng Ji Mian asked in return. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 3024 

3024 Chi zeyao’s blind date (2) 

“As long As You Like It, it’s delicious even if it’s not. If you don’t like it, it won’t taste good.” 

“Chi zeyao, I’ve realized that you’re getting better at sweet-talking. Tell me, in the 17 years that I wasn’t 

around, have any vixens ever liked you?” 

“Of course. Although your husband’s looks have changed, it’s not like I don’t have a woman who likes 

me, right?” 

Feng Ji Mian couldn’t accept this. 

f * ck! 

There was actually a Vixen who dared to snatch her man! 

“who?” 

Seeing that his wife was angry and even jealous, Chi zeyao felt that the world was perfect. “Insignificant 

people,” he said,”I’ve forgotten the specific ones. Anyway, I remember that there were some who died, 

some who got remarried, some who couldn’t get married with their children, some who had some 

unmentionable diseases, and some who wanted to sell their daughter Yingluo.” 

“alright, alright, you don’t have to say anymore!” 

Listening to the situation of these women, although he had never seen them before, he knew that they 

must be ugly. 

feng ji mian’s man, King, the world’s most feared man, the world’s richest man, was actually coveted by 

such a woman? 

“dad didn’t chase them away?” 

Looking at his wife’s face, which was filled with hatred, Chi zeyao could not help but laugh again. 

“He’s been driven away. of course, he was chased away. That’s why I didn’t see it. It was just that 

sometimes, at banquets that he had to attend, these people would still come, but they were all 

dismissed by his father. don’t worry, i’ve been keeping myself pure for you.” 

Feng Ji Mian felt her face turn red again. 
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She forked a piece of denim and fed it to him. 

” alright, go and eat it. the goose liver won’t taste good when it’s cold. ” 

“yes.” 

Feng jimian hurried back, mixed the plate of foie gras with the beef, and brought it to Chi zeyao. 

then, the old couple each took a bite. they didn’t eat at the table, but they ate sweetly. 

When the food was ready, Feng jimian realized that Chi zeyao was making her her favorite pine nut 

biscuits. 

He placed the pine nuts into the thin and crispy biscuit, dipped it in the best red wine, and bit it. There 

was the crispness of the biscuit, the fragrance of the pine nuts, and the sweet wine. it was simply a 

delicacy! 

Ever since 17 years ago, she had not eaten any pine nut biscuits. 

after all, it was once her favorite. without that person, no matter how good the food sold outside was, it 

would not have that taste. 

besides, yingluo didn’t think that outsiders could do better than her husband. 

feng jimian was a little full after dinner, so chi zeyao took her for a walk in the independent courtyard 

outside. 

“ji mian, can you leave?” Chi zeyao revealed the purpose of his visit to Saibo country. 

feng jimian held chi zeyao’s hand as they walked along the lush mountain road. the moonlight shone 

down like mercury, casting the long and intertwined shadows of the two on the ground. 

“you want me to go back to kamino with you?” 

Chi zeyao nodded. Feng Su should be making his move soon. He’s been working hard for so many years. 

He won’t let his efforts go to waste. i’m afraid that when he finds out that xiaoxuan and chi yang are 

working together, he’ll try to harm you. In addition, father is also in Kamino. He’s already so old, so I 

can’t be away from him for too long.” 

With that, Chi zeyao stopped in his tracks and looked at Feng Ji Mian. “I don’t want you to be too far 

away from me. that’s why i can only selfishly convince you to come back with me. ” 

Feng Ji Mian couldn’t help but laugh when she saw how cautious he was. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 3025 

3025 retreat (3) 

she poked his chest with her finger and said,”what are you talking about?” in the past, i only had you 

and xiaoxuan as my family. now, i have dad, chiyang, and nuannuan. My family is in Kamino, so of course 

I have to go back. you can’t possibly keep me in saibo just so i can earn money, right?” 
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after hearing his wife’s words, chi zeyao’s tensed heart finally relaxed. 

“i’m just afraid that my wife will be angry with me and won’t go back with me.” After all, the reason why 

he personally came to cyber nation to pursue her was because his wife ignored him. 

thinking back to how angry she had been with chi zeyao, feng jimian found it funny. 

she was already in her teens, yet she was still being led around by the nose by this man like a child. she 

didn’t even have the basic intelligence to defend herself. 

“Since you saved me today, I’ll be magnanimous and forgive you.” 

chi zeyao’s eyes were filled with light. 

After all, from now on, he and his wife would never be separated again. Just thinking about it made him 

feel good. 

” do you think i should move NS group to kamino? ” 

“Don’t.” chi zeyao immediately rejected the offer. 

“Cyber nation has always been good to you, and they’ve given NS group A lot of favorable policies. Nuan 

Nuan had transferred disheng to Kamino because all of their management had left, and there was no 

one to take care of the headquarters. however, i do know that saibo country had tried many ways to 

make di gang stay. after all, the taxes would be reduced after emperor xun was transferred. If you 

continue to leave, you might really anger them. There’s no need for that.” 

feng ji mian thought about it and agreed. 

it would take at least a year or so to transfer such a large corporation. 

NS group developed its physical form, which was completely different from nangong nuannuan’s group, 

which built its foundation with mines and river beds. 

so, feng ji mian immediately agreed to her husband’s suggestion. “Alright,” he nodded,”I’ll tell the Board 

of Directors to hand over the matters here to the Grand Elder. i’ll follow you to kamino with that energy 

development issue.” 

“grand elder?” ” my wife is really something, ” chi zeyao laughed. ” i think he was the most rebellious 

one in the nice family back then. ” 

“That’s right!” Feng jimian said proudly in front of Chi zeyao, ” “Over the years, I’ve dealt with those 

people from the nice family quite a few times, and once I’ve dealt with them, there’s no way out. The 

Grand Elder may be bold, but he’s a smart man, so he’s already submitted to me. ” 

Seeing her in high spirits, Chi zeyao admired his wife from the bottom of his heart. 

“Jie, come with us.” chi zeyao still regarded this right-hand brother of his very highly. He was going to 

bring Jie back and put him in the Shengyang group. 

“He’s your brother, so of course he’ll follow you. the only reason he was able to stay by my side and 

protect me for so many years was because of you. he’s very loyal to you.” 



” we’re one, ” chi zeyao laughed. ” so he’s loyal to you, isn’t he? ” 

Feng Ji Mian smiled and nodded. 

The next day, Feng Ji Mian woke up at 10 am for the first time. 

she had just woken up when she heard jie say that feng kun had come to look for her at seven in the 

morning. 

She had the same habit as Nuannuan-she would wake up at six, run for an hour, eat at seven, and leave 

for work at eight. 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 3026 

3026 Meeting Feng Kun (4) 

And Feng Kun must have thought that she would finish her run at seven and would have to eat an hour 

of breakfast, so he came to get close to her and get a free meal. 

upon hearing the name ‘feng luan’, chi zeyao’s brows furrowed, and a violent aura gushed out from his 

body. 

“I’ll go with you.” 

Feng Ji Mian reached out and held his hand, comforting him in a soft voice, ” “Don’t be angry. He’s been 

harassing me every now and then all these years because he doesn’t want me to forget him. He just 

wants me to share a common enemy with him. you don’t need to go. although your temperament is 

different from before, there’s no need to arouse his suspicion for no reason.” 

She was about to leave when Chi zeyao pulled her back again. He firmly said, ” “I’ll go with you.” 

feng jimian looked at chi zeyao. she had wanted to persuade him, but after seeing the determination in 

his eyes, she decided not to. 

after all, feng kun was an outsider. even if he was her enemy, she had to take care of her husband’s 

feelings, right? 

anyway, they would have to meet. at most, they would be recognized by feng luan and they would just 

kill her here. 

* Cough *** cough **** cough *** cough ** cough ** cough ** cough * cough * cough * cough * cough 

* cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * 

cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * 

cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * 

cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * 

cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * 

cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * 

cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * cough * 
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Even if she could not destroy it, as long as Chi zeyao was by her side, she would be able to go through 

mountains of swords and seas of flames. She, Feng jimian, was never one to be afraid of trouble. 

“Alright then. then what’s your name? You can’t call him Chi zeyao, right?” 

“Why can’t I?” Chi zeyao smiled. 

Feng Ji Mian opened her mouth, wanting to say that it wasn’t good for her to be so high-profile, but she 

swallowed the words. 

if she really said it out loud, with her man’s temper, he would definitely think that she thought her 

husband was inferior to other men. 

“alright. you can do whatever you want.” 

Chi zeyao was very pleased to see his wife’s eyes, which clearly disapproved of him but still pampered 

him. 

The two of them walked out of the family head’s courtyard. Jie had arranged for Feng Luan to stay at a 

place with a unique view not far from the family head’s courtyard. 

From a distance, Feng Ji Mian could see a man sitting under a parasol with his legs crossed and a 

newspaper in his hand. There was a cup of coffee and a small plate on the table. The food on the plate 

had been finished, but no one helped him refill it. 

This was Feng jimian’s order. Whenever Feng Luan came to freeload, she had to show the nobility of the 

nice family. there was no need to be full. It’s not elegant to be full. 

Hence, Feng Kun’s plate was always clean. At most, Jie would ask for more coffee. 

However, to the people of that world, coffee was not a good thing. It would destroy their metabolism, 

so Feng Kun did not drink coffee much. 

However, Feng Ji Mian would always have someone make him coffee. 

feng kun felt that feng jimian was a strong woman with a developed iq but a low eq. 

Seeing Feng Ji Mian walking over with a man in an intimate manner, Feng SU’s eyes immediately focused 

on the man. 

the man was wearing a black shirt with dragon clouds embroidered on it, a pair of casual pants, and a 

pair of cloth shoes. he looked and dressed like a typical kamino. 

just like that, he walked side by side with feng jimian. as the two of them walked, feng luan saw their 

shoulders bump three times. 

The man had deliberately touched her all three times. 

Seeing this, Feng Kun could not help but frown. 

All these years, countless men had pursued Feng Ji Mian, but this woman had never even looked at any 

man other than Feng Ming. 



My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 3027 

3027 a man she didn’t take to heart (1) 

However, this man was neither the president nor someone who would benefit her company. How could 

he be so close to her? 

this man bumped into her three times, but she didn’t manage to throw him off! 

He didn’t believe that Feng Ji Mian didn’t know that this man was teasing her on purpose. 

Feng Kun shifted his gaze to the man again, searching through his memories for a man who could attract 

his attention, but there was no Rascal. 

This man had never attracted his attention, so he did not have any memory of him. 

Feng Kun put away the newspaper and looked at the man who was getting closer and closer to him. 

Then, he released a trace of spiritual power to sense the man’s martial strength. 

However, he realized that this man had no muscles to speak of. 

without muscles, how could he talk about martial strength? 

as feng kun thought about it, he instructed the servant beside him to remove the things on the table. as 

a form of courtesy, he stood up. 

“Ji Mian, this is Xi Jue.” 

Feng jimian smiled. the founder of Shengyang group, the real Chairman of Shengyang, chizeyao. 

“This is my husband’s older brother, Feng Su,” she introduced. 

chi zeyao nodded slightly at feng luan. 

Feng SU’s face froze. He didn’t expect Feng jimian to be involved with Chi zeyao, and even more so, Chi 

zeyao was completely different from what he had investigated 17 years ago. 

The man he had investigated 17 years ago, Chi zeyao, was a man with an extremely weak body. Even 

sitting outside in the wind would cause one to catch a cold. 

Such a person could not even control his own body, so how could he control other things? 

Hence, he had never taken Chi zeyao seriously. 

He knew that the Shengyang group was definitely the Chi family’s business, but he had never thought 

that it was Chi zeyao who had founded it. 

He had thought that Chi Yang or Chi Yuancheng had found someone he trusted to create this place. 

Hence, when she saw Chi zeyao and after Chi zeyao greeted her, Feng Su lost her composure. 

chi zeyao sized up feng luan, who had lost her composure, with interest, and his brows raised slightly. 
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Feng Luan only lost her composure for a moment. When she saw Chi zeyao raise his eyebrows, she 

immediately reacted and reached out to shake his hand. 

chi zeyao also generously extended his hand. 

the moment their hands touched, feng luan once again injected a surge of power into chi zeyao’s palm, 

trying to find out if this person was real or not. 

However, the power that he sent in disappeared like a stone sinking into the ocean. 

He had no strength! 

this man actually had no strength to speak of. 

How was this possible? 

Suddenly, the men’s bracelet on Chi zeyao’s wrist lit up. 

the men’s bangle looked like ordinary K gold with a hollowed-out rectangle inlaid with black diamond 

pieces. 

it was grand but not without dignity. 

Other than the bracelet, Feng Luan also noticed that he was wearing a few rings on his hand. They were 

all of a heavier quality, but he didn’t study them, so he didn’t know what material they were made of. 

However, just as he was about to touch it, Chi zeyao’s bracelet lit up, which caught Feng Kun’s attention. 

“Mr. Chi, nice to meet you.” 

“nice to meet you.” 

after greeting chi zeyao, feng su could not help but ask, ” your bracelet can actually shine. Is this some 

kind of high-tech product? ” 

Chi zeyao smiled after he sat down. He took a sip of the black coffee, put down the cup, and said, 

My Sweet Physician Wife Calls The Shots 

Chapter 3028 

3028 An admirable expert (2) 

I was just about to ask you, Mr. Feng. This bangle is the company’s latest product. There are some 

electronic settings on it. As long as the other party does something on my hand or body, this bangle will 

light up. 

Feng Kun’s expression turned dark immediately. 

Feng jimian, who was beside him, also shot Feng Luan a sharp look, demanding a proper explanation. 

“If my memory serves me right, this is the first time I’ve seen you, Sir,” Chi zeyao smiled. What did you 

do to me when you shook my hand?” 
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Feng Luan felt as if she was about to lose her face, but Chi zeyao remained calm and collected. His many 

years of experience as a devil had also allowed him to calm down. 

“Hehe, Mr. Chi, you’ve really made me look at you in a new light. In fact, I didn’t do anything to harm 

Mr. Chi. I believe that since Mr. Chi is so powerful that he could get his subordinates to develop such a 

magical thing, he must know that I’m not lying.” 

“if you had really done something to me, do you think you would still be sitting here and talking to me?” 

chi zeyao smiled. 

With that, Chi zeyao turned to Feng jimian. “Ji Mian, it seems like your husband’s brother isn’t a good 

person.” 

feng jimian smiled, and in a very virtuous manner, she moved some of the plates of breakfast that the 

servants had brought over to chi zeyao, then handed him a fork. 

Feng SU’s eyes narrowed as he looked at Feng jimian’s virtuous actions, thinking of a possibility. 

did this woman take the initiative to seduce chi zeyao? 

she had always wanted to take revenge for feng ming and destroy the chi family. 

But now, he was 

Realizing what a stupid thing she had just done, Feng Luan immediately began to cooperate with Feng Ji 

Mian. “Mr. Chi, I’m sorry,” he said apologetically. actually, it’s because I have an ability that allows me to 

evaluate the strength of a person when I shake hands with them. That’s why I’m used to doing that 

when I shake hands with them. I didn’t expect Mr. Chi to have such advanced high-tech equipment. So, 

Yingluo, it’s my fault. I’ll apologize to Mr. Chi.” 

after saying this, feng su could still see feng jimian rolling her eyes at him. 

Not only was Feng Luan not angry, but she was also angry at herself for ruining Feng jimian’s plans. 

feng shengxuan had already started to move his men to kamino, and feng jimian had also gotten close to 

chizeyao. 

if this mother and son duo were to turn the chi family upside down, would chi yang and feng shengxuan 

not fight? 

hence, feng kun decided to add fuel to the fire. 

although my brother has been dead for many years, he is still an admirable expert. I wonder if Mr. Chi 

has done any research in martial arts? ” 

Feng Kun’s words were provocative. He felt that his tone was more in line with his current cold-hearted 

brother who had watched his sister-in-law cheat on him. 

“I’ve also heard that your brother is very powerful and has a high martial strength. But Yingluo, I feel 

that life is different. Being powerful could also be divided into different aspects. for example, some 

people are very powerful, but some people are very powerful here.” As he spoke, Chi zeyao gestured to 

his head with his hand, then looked at Feng jimian and asked, ” “Don’t you think so, my dear?” 



As Chi zeyao spoke, he elegantly cut the steak into pieces and put a piece into his mouth. He then picked 

up the coffee beside him and took another sip. 
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Chapter 3029 

3029 i want to become powerful (3) 

feng jimian, who was also eating breakfast, saw this and once again pushed the glass of milk in front of 

chi zeyao. she did not answer his question, but said, ” “Zeyao, have some milk. Your health isn’t very 

good. Drinking coffee so early in the morning is bad for your stomach.” 

even when her husband said she was bad, feng ji mian didn’t want to respond. 

Feng Luan, who was at the side, also saw through the situation. 

Chi zeyao had been bewitched by Feng jimian, and Feng jimian’s purpose in bewitching Chi zeyao was to 

get close to him and the Chi family. 

And it was unknown whether Chi zeyao truly trusted Feng jimian and was head over heels for her, or if 

he was just that arrogant, or if he was just being arrogant because he cared about Feng Ming. But no 

matter what, Chi zeyao and Feng jimian were currently a couple. 

Feng Kun was happy, but he couldn’t show it on his face. As Feng Ming’s only big brother, he had always 

been on good terms with Feng Ming before he went offline. Therefore, in front of Chi zeyao, Feng Su 

could only show that he was very dissatisfied with his words. 

but at this moment, feng ji mian was clearly trying to seduce chi zeyao, so he couldn’t expose her. 

chi zeyao knew that feng su would take a long time to figure out what he had just said, so he continued 

to eat gracefully. he was in a good mood as he watched his enemies being played around by him and his 

wife, while thinking of countermeasures and adjusting his attitude. 

Finally, Feng Luan adjusted herself. His face was slightly dark, but he still had a faint smile on his 

lips.”Mr. Chi is right. People like Ji Mian and Mr. Chi only needed to have brains and know how to do 

business. After all, they could afford to hire bodyguards. But sometimes, if you have too many enemies, 

it’s good to have some skills to defend yourself.” 

This time, Chi zeyao did not deliberately provoke Feng Luan. He smiled gently, and his ordinary face gave 

off a very comfortable feeling. 

“You’re right, Mr. Feng,” 

After that, he took a sip of the milk that Feng jimian had pushed over. After drinking it, he raised his 

eyebrows slightly. this milk tastes really good. 

“We have cows on the mountain, and you’re always drinking fresh milk,” Feng jimian smiled. These cows 

all ate the most delicious grass and grew up listening to music. the people outside can’t even drink this 

milk.” 

Chi zeyao laughed at Feng jimian’s antics, ” “so powerful? Will I grow muscles after drinking it?” 
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“what do you need muscles for?” feng ji mian couldn’t help but laugh. 

“I’m protecting you!” 

feng ji mian couldn’t help but laugh,”you won’t be able to grow muscles if you drink milk, but full-fat 

fresh milk can make you fatter.” You can lift iron after you gain weight, so you’ll have muscles. But it’s 

useless even if you have muscles. You’re already so old and you still want to practice?” 

Chi zeyao looked at Feng Kun with pity. but I think Mr. Feng is right. People need to have some skills. I 

can protect you once I have skills.” 

“You can protect me now,” Feng jimian smiled. 

Feng Luan’s eyes narrowed at Feng jimian’s words. 

He felt that Feng Ji Mian was sending him a message. 

As he had not been able to detect Chi zeyao’s strength earlier, he had thought that this skinny man, who 

did not even have any muscles, had no combat power. 

However, it didn’t seem to be the case now. 
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Chapter 3030 

3030 Spending money to save their lives (4) 

“the only thing protecting you now is the weapon in my hand, not me.” 

as chi zeyao spoke, his eyes were focused on feng jimian, as if he was trying to pull her into his body. 

feng jimian shifted her gaze away to prevent feng luan from seeing through her affection.”it’s enough 

for you to protect me with your weapon. i can also protect you with other things!” 

Hearing this, Chi zeyao could not help but let out a melodious voice. 

Feng Kun glanced at Chi zeyao’s bracelet, intentionally or otherwise, and memorized the design so that 

he could investigate it later. 

it seems that the thing on Mr. Chi’s wrist is very powerful! 

” it’s nothing impressive, ” chi zeyao smiled. ” compared to this weapon, i prefer to be strong. ” 

“Hehehe, it’s all the same. Wasn’t everyone living to earn money? To be able to earn a lot of money and 

still be able to keep your life to spend the money is the most beautiful thing in life, isn’t it?” 

“mr. feng’s requirements are really low.” Chi zeyao did not agree with Feng Kun’s words. 

“Oh?” Feng Tan raised his eyebrows. 

in my opinion, the meaning of life is not only to make money and to save your life, but also to give a 

poetic life and to have a lover who loves you wholeheartedly. 

Feng Luan felt that she had once underestimated the disabled Chi zeyao. 
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Even though he looked as young as Feng jimian, if the information was correct, he should be a few years 

older than Feng jimian, right? He should be in his 50s now, right? 

He’s still acting like a hothead. 

Feeling that he couldn’t continue this topic, Feng Kun asked what he wanted to know the most. 

“How did Mr. Chi and Ji Mian meet?” 

Feng jimian didn’t say anything. She felt that the person who understood Feng Kun the most in this 

world was her husband, so she was happy to let her husband handle it. 

“The last time Chi Yang was injured, Ji Mian came to visit him, and we met.” 

In fact, such words could easily make Feng Luan, the initiator, suspicious. 

After all, he was the one who had stolen the child from the Chi family, and Chi zeyao had been adopted 

by old master Chi 17 years ago. 

if chi zeyao had not answered in this way, feng su would still have been 50% suspicious of him. but now 

that he had answered so honestly, the suspicion level had dropped to below 30%. 

If this person was Feng Ming, if he knew his identity, he would definitely hide in the dark and wait for 

the opportunity to strike and give him a fatal blow. 

He wouldn’t have come here to meet Feng Ji Mian. 

He knew that he would keep an eye on Feng Ji Mian. 

It had to be said that Feng Luan understood the conceited Feng Ming well enough. 

However, 17 years would not only destroy a person’s body, but also change his heart. 

Although the current Chi zexiao no longer had the smooth lines of his muscles, his personality was 

already perfect. He was completely different from the person who was extremely strong but carried a 

sense of conceit and pride. 

Feng Kun took a sip of tea and took in the fragrance of the milk. He nodded.”So that’s how it is. Then 

what is Mr. Chi planning to do in Saibo?” 

Chi zeyao glanced at Feng jimian, a smile on his lips. Feng jimian returned Chi zeyao’s smile. 

“Our company is working on an Energy and Environmental Protection Research project. Ji Mian is quite 

interested in this project, so I would like to invite her to research and develop this project together.” 

Feng Luan lost interest the moment she heard that it was some kind of energy development Research. 


